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Introduction
Sea ice variability in the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay (LS&BB) is of climatic interest because of its relationship to deep convection and mode water formation (Visbeck et al. 1995; Pickart et al. 2002) , its role in modulating carbon uptake and sequestration (DeGrandpre et al. 2006) , and its influence on Northern Hemisphere atmospheric circulation patterns (Deser et al. 2004 ). The maximum wintertime extent of seasonal sea ice in the Labrador Sea, monitored via satellite passive microwave radiometry since the late 1970s, has generally declined since the early 1990s (Fig. 1) . This trend has occurred in conjunction with significant decadal-scale atmospheric and hydrographic variability in the North Atlantic, such as the weakening of the subpolar gyre (Hä kkinen and Rhines 2004), shifting surface circulation patterns (Häkkinen and Rhines 2009), a decline and rebound of the Labrador Current (Han et al. 2010 ), a redistribution of North Atlantic water masses including a warming and salinification of the interior Labrador Sea (Yashayaev 2007) , and a reduction in typical convective mixing depths (Lavender et al. 2002; Våge et al. 2009 ).
Over this same period, the number and quality of in situ hydrographic observations in the Labrador Sea has dramatically increased owing to field campaigns (e.g., the Labrador Sea Experiment) and the expansion of the Argo network (Lavender et al. 2000 (Lavender et al. , 2002 Straneo et al. 2003) . Nevertheless, limited progress has been made toward understanding the relationship between hydrographic variability and sea ice extent. Arguably the biggest impediment has been in interpreting these new data to draw credible inferences about the details of the temporal and spatial coevolution of the sea ice-ocean system. The construction of a coupled sea ice-ocean state estimate of the LS&BB by Fenty and Heimbach (2013, hereafter referred to as FH13) is a step toward overcoming this impediment. The estimate consists of a synthesis of a regional 30 km (' 1 /38) coupled sea iceocean model ) with a suite of contemporary in situ and satellite hydrographic and sea ice (SI) observations by means of the Lagrange multiplier method (Wunsch and Heimbach 2007) . FH13 introduced the state estimate and demonstrated its utility in an initial, data-constrained budget analysis.
Here, the analysis is extended through investigating the physical processes responsible for maximum ice extent variability with a focus on the evolution of sea ice into its maximum annual extent and marginal ice zone (MIZ) processes. Of primary interest is understanding the role which local air-sea fluxes and oceanic vertical mixing play in setting the MIZ relative to lateral advection of sea ice and oceanic heat and freshwater fluxes. Of the two main classes of hypotheses regarding dominant controls on maximum ice extent variability in the LS&BB, none has been found satisfactory at explaining the observed variability.
a. Atmosphere-centric hypotheses
Most hypotheses explaining interannual ice variability in the Labrador Sea invoke atmospheric variability on seasonal (or longer) time scales. Rogers and Van Loon (1979) showed that ice anomalies were positive (negative) during years associated with an anomalously deep (shallow) Icelandic Low and a shallow (deep) Azores High, a sea level pressure pattern that is correlated with cold dry continental air advection over the LS&BB. Today, the sea level pressure pattern identified by Rogers and Van Loon (1979) is described as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the leading eigenvector of the North Atlantic sea level pressure, with variability described by its associated scalar eigenvalue index (Hurrell 2008) .
Later model and observational studies have explored the connection between sea ice anomalies and large-scale atmospheric variability in the North Atlantic (e.g., Mysak et al. 1996; Prinsenberg et al. 1997; Krahmann and Visbeck 2003; Deser and Teng 2008) . However, open questions remain about the salient mechanisms and processes involved. For example, what is the relative importance of dynamical processes (e.g., sea ice advection from wind anomalies) versus thermodynamic processes (e.g., sea ice production from air-sea heat flux anomalies) in establishing the maximum wintertime sea ice extent?
Atmosphere-centric hypothesis are attractive because increases of sea ice production and wind-driven advection during anomalously cold, dry, and windy winters are physically plausible. Complicating the picture, however, is that the maximum temporal correlation between NAO and Labrador Sea sea ice extent anomalies occurs at a 1-yr lag (Stern and Heide-Jøargensen 2003) . As virtually all ice in the LS&BB is seasonal, the lagged correlation suggests a role for interannual hydrographic variability. It also bears noting that coupled sea iceocean models forced with observed atmospheric fields do not reliably reproduce the observed interannual sea ice extent variability (e.g., Ikeda et al. 1988 ).
b. Ocean-centric hypotheses
The amount of enthalpy which must be removed from a column of seawater to produce ice is a function of the vertical distribution of heat and salt. The resulting seawater temperature change, and hence sea ice production propensity, for a given loss of enthalpy is greater in a column with a shallow and highly stratified surface layer. With a sufficiently high initial stratification, surface waters can maintain their isolation from warmer subsurface waters despite negative surface buoyancy fluxes from surface heat loss, or the release of high-salinity brine released during ice growth.
Observational support for ocean-centric hypotheses comes from positive sea ice anomalies that reappeared each winter in concurrence with the propagation of a lowsalinity anomaly around the subpolar gyre during the Great Salinity Anomaly of the 1960s (Mysak and Manak 1989) . An important caveat of the study was that the data could not reveal whether salinity anomalies induced ice anomalies, or vice versa. Marsden et al. (1991) and Deser et al. (2002) provide further evidence of lagged negative correlation between the anomalies of upper-ocean salinity and sea ice extent anomalies. Despite these data, the mechanisms connecting salinity and sea ice extent anomalies on the basin scale remain unknown. In section 2, we formulate a novel hypothesis that will be investigated in the remainder of this paper. To aid the discussion the reader should refer to Fig. 2 in FH13 for a schematic of the domain's upper-ocean circulation and identification of locations referred to in the following text. Our first analysis elucidates the role of sea ice and ocean tracer advection in the expansion of ice across the domain. To do so, in section 3 we compare the evolution of ice extent in the state estimate with one obtained using a simple one-dimensional coupled thermodynamic sea ice-ocean mixed-layer model. A detailed investigation of water mass properties and sea ice-ocean feedbacks in the marginal ice zone and across the Thermohaline Front is presented in section 4. We provide evidence for what we term the meltwater stabilization enhancement mechanism (MESEM) and its relation to sea ice-preconditioned waters (SIPW). Section 5 concludes with a discussion of our main findings. For reference, the common acronyms are defined in Table 1 .
A new hypothesis for maximum ice extent variability
A connection between the maximum ice extent and atmospheric-hydrographic variability can be deduced by examining the ranges of observed ice extents, the maximum ice-covered area less the minimum, through time (FH13, Fig. 1 ). During autumn and winter, the lateral expansion of sea ice ceases upon encountering either a coast or unfavorable atmospheric or oceanic conditions. When ice expansion is limited by coastal geometry, such as the in the central Arctic, the ranges of observed wintertime ice extent are small relative to their medians. In the LS&BB, the range of wintertime ice extent scales as roughly half of the median with the greatest range in March-the month with the maximum mean ice cover. Therefore, the atmosphere and ocean must be the primary source of variability in the LS&BB.
The patterns of ice maximum extent variability can be derived from satellite observations, 1979-present (Comiso and Nishio 2008) , and presatellite era reconstructions, 1953-77 (Walsh and Johnson 1979) . These patterns indicate that each year the ice reaches as far south as the climatological position of the Thermohaline Front (THF) separating the cold fresh Arctic Water (AW) (wintertime u ' 21.88C, S # 34.5) of Baffin Bay with the warmer and saltier subtropical-origin Irminger Waters (IW) (u ' 4.38C, S ' 34.9) found in the northern Labrador Sea and southeastern Baffin Bay. A diagram of the climatological THF in the domain can be found in Fig. 3 of FH13 . All observed wintertime sea ice maximum extent variability, therefore, occurs seaward of the THF (Fig. 2a) . Specifically, the highest mean March ice concentration variance in the Labrador Sea north of 558N is almost exclusively between the THF and the 3000-m isobath (Fig. 2b) .
Observations made during two field campaigns, which aimed to elucidate sea ice-atmosphere-ocean processes in the MIZ, the summer 1984 Marginal Ice Zone Experiment (MIZEX-84) , and the spring 1990 Labrador Ice Margin Experiment (LIMEX) (Carsey et al. 1989) , hint that the operation of a sea iceboundary layer stabilization feedback may be a critical missing component to understanding sea ice maximum extent variability.
During MIZEX-84, an instrumented ice floe was driven by winds from a position 60 km behind the ice edge toward the MIZ and eventually into open water in the Greenland Sea. As the MIZEX floe approached the MIZ, ice ahead was progressively driven across the MIZ and subsequently melted in the warmer Atlantic Water. During its transit, the floe encountered cold fresh surface waters in a very shallow (;20 m) mixed layer-the remnants of melted ice that had preceded it. Measured ice basal ablation rates in the cold shallow mixed layer were very low. At the location of the former ice edge, the floe encountered a warmer, deeper, and saltier mixed layer. Basal melt rates subsequently increased from 2 to 5 cm day 21 , which increased the release of buoyant ice meltwater into the mixed layer. With the addition of meltwater, the mixed layer freshened, stabilized, and shoaled from 25 m to #5 m, the ice-buoyancy feedback described by McPhee (1983) . Sensible heat losses from turbulent ocean-ice and air-sea heat fluxes in the shallow stratified layer caused seawater temperatures to fall, which then reduced basal melt rates to the levels observed in the cold waters behind the MIZ. Ocean measurements taken in waters seaward of the Labrador shelfbreak during LIMEX found a cold, fresh, highly stratified, and shallow (;20 m) mixed layer (Tang 1992) . Because the depth of the mixed layer encountered was much shallower than the typical mixed layer depths of the AW found on the Labrador Shelf, cross-shelf AW transport was ruled out as the source of the low salinity waters. Instead, the freshwater anomaly was thought to be due to an earlier unobserved episode of ice melt, possibly from ice advected off the shelf by a boundary current eddy or an episode of strong offshore winds.
Both campaigns suggest the importance of a sea iceocean feedback wherein dynamical convergence of ice into waters and initially unfavorable to in situ ice growth (e.g., weakly stratified) and/or its extended persistence (e.g., high enthalpy) eventually changes the hydrographic conditions so as to make them conducive to ice growth and/or extended persistence. Indeed, the melting of the MIZEX-84 floe in the warm waters beyond the MIZ may have caused the reduction of its observed basal melt rates by 1) shoaling the mixed layer following the addition of fresh buoyant ice meltwater and 2) reducing the temperature of the shoaled mixed layer following ocean-ice sensible heat fluxes. One would expect that floes advected off the Labrador Shelf would persist longer when encountering cold, fresh highly stratified waters such as those observed during LIMEX than the warm, salty weakly stratified waters more commonly found there. Indeed, Tang (1992, p. 170 ) speculated that as the ice drifts across the shelfbreak and melts, it '' . . . gradually modifies the temperature and salinity of the upper water column until an equilibrium state is reached in which the eastward ice velocity is equal to the rate of ice-edge melt.'' While neither campaign directly observed the modification of upper-ocean hydrography from sea ice-ocean interaction during the expansion of sea ice to its maximum extent, we hypothesize that a sea ice-ocean feedback may be important for significant ice edge advancement beyond the THF in the Labrador Sea.
We term the progressive boundary layer stabilization in the marginal ice zone by buoyant sea ice meltwater release that permits the lateral expansion of ice into waters initially unfavorable for in situ thermodynamic production the MESEM. The central theme of this paper is to investigate the role the MESEM plays in establishing and maintaining the sea quasi-equilibrium state, the approximate steady state achieved in midwinter with respect to ice edge location, ice thicknesses, and ice concentration.
One-dimensional thermodynamic analyses
One-dimensional (1D) thermodynamic mixed layer analyses are conducted to determine where sea ice cover 866 is predictable in the absence of lateral oceanic and sea ice transport. There are three notable differences between the approach taken here and earlier studies (e.g., Ikeda et al. 1988 ): 1) the predictability calculations are made with an ocean state that is initialized before the appearance of significant ice in the Baffin Bay-earlier studies initialized their models after Baffin Bay freeze-up; 2) the initial ocean state is taken from a state estimate-earlier studies initialized the ocean state from climatologies; and 3) the air-sea heat fluxes used to drive the model are taken from the state estimate-earlier studies used ad hoc methods to generate atmospheric fields from meteorological data collected from sparse coastal and ocean platform weather stations.
a. Experimental method
The 1D ocean mixed layer model parameterizes convective mixing triggered by surface buoyancy lossdriven static instability. The region is decomposed into 4284 noninteracting 1D columns that are each initialized with a T and S profile from the 1996/97 state estimate of FH13. Each column is independently forced with daily averaged air-sea heat fluxes from the state estimate.
Mixed layer static stability is determined at the end of each time step by comparing the potential density in the mixed layer with that of the next deepest cell. In the event of instability, the mixed layer deepens into the next deepest cell, entraining its enthalpy and salt. Sea ice is considered present when the mixed layer attains a temperature of 21.968C and is stable to small positive salinity perturbations (representing salt release triggered by 2 cm of ice growth). Mixing of the upper ocean by mechanical processes (shear instabilities) is parameterized by first homogenizing T and S in the upper 45 m. Experiments were initialized from different ocean conditions corresponding to dates between August and December. With minor exceptions, the results are independent of initialization date. Therefore, only the 1 October initialization is described.
b. Analysis
The dates of predicted sea ice formation are compared with the observed ice edge for three periods (Fig. 3 ). The models accurately predict the ice formation date over much of the domain during the simulation. In particular, the observed 1 December ice edge is predicted in Baffin Bay, across Davis Strait, and in the northwestern Labrador Sea around Baffin Islandregions with similar distributions of surface AW. The later expansion of ice across eastern Davis Strait and south along the Labrador Current and Newfoundland is also captured.
After 1 February, the mixed layer models fail to reproduce the observed ice expansion. Three areas are most notable for their discrepancy. The first region is the Northern Slope, the northern part of the LS above the 3000-m isobath [Northern slope (NS)], of the Labrador Sea (A). The 1D models cannot reproduce the observed expansion of ice on the IW-side of the THF. Two factors are likely to explain this discrepancy: missing ice advection and an inconsistent upper-ocean stratification. A nonzero component of ice velocity normal to the ice edge is found in the state estimate (FH13), suggesting the importance of cross-THF sea ice advection. An inconsistent upper-ocean stratification in (A) is possible because of the missing lateral transport of AW from the inner shelf component of the West Greenland Current (WGC).
In discrepancy area (B), ice is predicted seaward of the Labrador slope south of 578N where no ice is observed. The hydrographic situation in the state estimate on 1 October includes a tongue of residual ice meltwater propagating southward out of the domain in exactly the same location. In the state estimate, the meltwater tongue At (C), the 1D models fail to predict the appearance of ice on Newfoundland Shelf south of 538N. Yao and Ikeda (1990) found that the transport of sea ice and cooled waters from the northern Labrador Shelf was required for ice to extend around Newfoundland and the Grand Banks, a conclusion confirmed by our experiment.
The 1D model simulations reveal where ocean and sea ice advection is required for the accurate prediction of the ice edge: on the IW side of the THF in the NS and along the southernmost part of the Labrador Shelf. A separate experiment in which the atmospheric state is perturbed would potentially reveal the atmospheric control on ice development in the absence of lateral transports but is beyond the scope of this study.
Sea ice quasi-equilibrium state and feedbacks
The budget analyses of FH13 showed that in the MIZ during quasi equilibrium three approximate balance conditions were met: 1) buoyancy, the positive buoyancy flux associated with the release of low-salinity meltwater was balanced by negative buoyancy fluxes from air-sea heat loss and the advective convergence of higher salinity waters; 2) energy, the reduction of mixed layer enthalpy owing to the convergence of ice mass was balanced by net advective and radiative ocean heat flux convergence, and 3) ice mass, the advective convergence of ice mass was balanced by thermodynamic melting. The establishment of these balances conditions in quasi-equilibrium suggests that imbalances in one or more of these terms may be important in the period preceding quasi equilibrium.
The MESEM may operate in the period preceding quasi equilibrium in the following manner. Unbalanced positive buoyancy forcing from low-salinity ice meltwater stabilizes the mixed layer. A more stable mixed layer disrupts the energy balance by reducing vertical ocean sensible heat flux convergence. Reduced ocean sensible heat flux convergence disrupts the ice mass balance by lowering seawater temperatures and sea ice basal melt rates. With reduced basal melt rates, more ice survives advection into and across the mixed layer. Ice surviving transport across the mixed layer may melt in waters beyond the MIZ. The release of meltwater beyond the MIZ disrupts the local buoyancy balance, restarting the MESEM. A summary of the novel positive-feedback MESEM hypothesis is summarized in Table 2 .
The large discrepancy between the observed and predicted ice cover in the northern LS (section 3) suggests that the MESEM may be involved in the expansion of sea ice in that region. Hence, the following investigation of the MESEM focuses on the role of buoyancy forcing from sea ice-ocean interaction in the expansion of ice cover in the northern LS. The discussion is based on the coupled sea ice-ocean state estimate of the LB&BB constructed for the period 1996/97 and described in detail by FH13. Salient features of the state estimate are summarized in appendix B.
a. Analysis of the 1996/97 state estimate
The sea ice quasi-equilibrium period, the period of relative sea ice edge stability during which ice extent is maximum, is identified in the 1996/97 annual cycle between 21 February and 20 March. During quasi equilibrium, the total ice extent in the domain is (1.3 60.05) 3 10 6 km 2 . During this time, the location of the MIZ is regularly displaced by synoptic winds, ocean eddies, current meanders, and other sea ice-ocean interactions due to the evolving ocean state. A sense of typical MIZ displacement during quasi equilibrium-an advance over the NS and retreat along the Labrador shelfbreak below 558N-is provided in Fig. 4a . Figure 4b shows that the ice edge advances far across the THF in the northeast Labrador Sea, or northeast corner (NEC), in the months preceding quasi equilibrium. Using the ice drift rates given by the state estimate and using the December ice edge as the starting point, we calculate that if ice advected south did not melt, the ice edge would surpass the observed maximum position i. Sea ice is advected into the MIZ or in the open ocean beyond the MIZ ii. The ocean loses heat and gains fresh ice meltwater, the net effect of which is to increase its buoyancy iii. The mixed layer shoals and becomes more stratified iv. The rate of advective ocean sensible heat flux convergence into the mixed layer falls with the suppression of convective mixing v. Temperatures in the mixed layer fall from ocean-ice and air-sea heat fluxes vi. The rate of ice mass convergence gradually exceeds the rate of ice melt vii. The MIZ and the region of balanced ice mass flux advances by early February and continue several hundred kilometers farther south by mid-March.
Why is the greatest advance of the ice edge across the THF greatest in the NEC? Are there identifiable hydrographic differences in the NEC that allow the MESEM to operate? If so, hydrographic and sea ice extent variability may be more coupled than previously assumed.
To investigate the connection between hydrography and the MESEM, we examine the hydrographic developments during the ice edge advancement at two locations and times: the small advance over the NS during quasi equilibrium and the large advance in the NEC during the weeks leading up to quasi equilibrium.
1) NS
The sea ice and ocean states during two stages of quasi equilibrium are provided in Fig. 5 . The mean state for the week ending 27 February (Fig. 5a ) shows a warm (28-58C) subsurface IW core at 400 m, the ventilation of subsurface heat in convectively deepened mixed layers, cold highly stratified surface AW, and the THF identified in FH13. Also evident is a southward extension of anomalous cold, fresh highly stratified waters beyond the sea ice edge overlaying the warmer (.28C) IW between 62.58 and 648N. Exposure to air-sea buoyancy losses has deepened the mixed layer south of 648N to between 50 and 500 m. Ventilation of IW occurs south of 62.58N. To the north of 62.58N and beneath some of the ice, IW is isolated from the surface at a depth of ;100 m.
Ice thickness along this section decreases from north to south from 1.1 to 0.4 m. Such a thinning pattern is consistent with ice volume divergence caused by an acceleration of ice in the along-section direction of ;25%. The ice edge is within 100 km of a sharp horizontal density gradient at 64.58N which coincides with ), ice thickness; and ocean temperature and surface-referenced potential density. Transect location indicated in Fig. 4a . Contributions to seawater surface buoyancy fluxes are decomposed as 1) ice processes altering S, 2) ice processes altering T and S, and 3) all processes altering T and S. Hydrography panels indicate T (shaded) and potential density isopycnals (s 0 -1000 kg m 23 ) (contours). Vertical depth spacing increases below 500 m. Bathymetry is shown by heavy line. The sea ice edge, the 15% ice concentration limit, closely corresponds to the zero sea ice thickness limit. the outcropping of the s 0 5 1027.1 kg m 23 isopycnalthe THF. The pattern of surface buoyancy forcing shows that sea ice processes alter ocean surface buoyancy in opposite senses to the north and south of 65.58N. To the north, thermodynamic sea ice growth removes freshwater from the upper ocean thereby increasing its salinity and decreasing its buoyancy. To the south, sea ice melting decreases seawater salinity and removes sensible heat from the ocean mixed layer, the net effect of which is a buoyancy increase. Positive sea ice buoyancy fluxes peak at the ice edge, reflecting high ice melt rates in warmer offshore waters. The total ocean surface buoyancy forcing is almost completely dominated by ice-ocean interaction where ice is present. Beyond the MIZ, the total ocean surface buoyancy fluxes are large and negative primarily owing to intense air-sea heat losses. Finally, the mixed layer is shallow behind and MIZ, especially between 648 and 658N, and progressively deepens to the south. Importantly, the mixed layer adjacent to the MIZ is shallower (;150 m) than the subsurface IW between 638 and 648N, Three weeks later, during the week of 20 March (Fig. 5b) , significant changes are evident in the ice distribution, hydrographic structure, surface buoyancy forcing patterns, and mixed layer depths. The IW core at 400 m is 1.48C cooler and upper-ocean temperatures beneath the expanded ice are cooler by 1.08C-2.48C. The warm IW core is vertically split with the dividing line falling close to the new ice edge.
The newly extended ice cover is quite thin (#0.25 m) because of increased melting in the warmer waters to the south. The distance traversed by the ice edge during this time yields an effective mean velocity of 7.75 km day
21
. The actual mean velocity is about twice as fast, 15.45 km day
. The discrepancy between observed and actual velocities is explained by melting at advancing ice edge by sea ice-ocean heat fluxes.
The qualitative patterns of the ocean surface buoyancy fluxes remain the same. In the vicinity of the earlier MIZ, net ice-related buoyancy fluxes are near zero, indicating that ocean-ice heat fluxes have mainly ceased. At and around the new ice edge, the positive sea ice meltwater buoyancy forcing term is larger than at the earlier ice edge despite thinner ice and nearly identical ice velocities (within 5%) reflecting the greater buoyancy increase from ice meltwater in higher salinity seawater. Nevertheless, the total ocean surface buoyancy forcing beyond the MIZ is negative-much more so than at the earlier ice edge. Finally, the mixed layer between the earlier and new ice edge locations is much shallower and horizontal mixed layer depth gradient across the ice-free and ice-covered regions is much greater.
The positive surface buoyancy forcing at the 27 February edge of the MIZ appears to contribute to the isolation of subsurface IW via mixed layer shoaling and stabilization enhancement. The observation of substantial meltwater release to the south of the actual ice edge supports this interpretation.
The state estimate suggests that the efficiency of the MESEM may be limited to regions with special upperocean hydrographic properties. During the week of 27 February, isopycnal slopes indicate IW ventilation in waters denser than 1027.5 kg m
23
. To the north, between the 1027.0 and 1027.5 kg m 23 isopycnal outcroppings, the upper (;100 m) of the ocean is comparatively cooler, fresher, and more stratified. These waters are modified IW: fresher than IW and saltier than AW and sea ice meltwater. Three scenarios are conceivable for the failure of the ice edge to advance across waters that are mixing with subsurface IW: (i) when the ice edge is adjacent to warm salty surface waters, the buoyancy gain from meltwater release may not be sufficient to offset the buoyancy loss from air-sea heat loss and the advective convergence of higher salinity waters; (ii) the seasonal increase of solar radiation may instigate melting before the meltwater can sufficiently increase the seawater buoyancy; and (iii) ocean sensible heat flux from lateral advection may be sufficient to melt all incoming ice independent of upperocean stratification. The question of ice advancement across the THF is further investigated in section 4b. We now turn to the NEC.
2) NEC
In section 3 we showed that the area of largest discrepancy between the state estimate and the 1D model is the NEC, north of 62.58N. The ice edge predicted by the 1D models closely traces the location of the THF. The NEC coincides with a second source of AW in the model domain, the WGC. The result of the previous section that the distribution of modified IW may be related to the quasi-equilibrium sea ice location suggests that the upperocean hydrographic conditions in the NEC share characteristics with waters above the central Northern Slope.
Cross sections from the state estimate along the transect shown in Fig. 4b are presented in Fig. 6 . The two selected seven-day mean states correspond to the ice pack's crossing of the THF at January's end and the maximum ice extent realized in mid-March. Qualitatively, they share many features with the cross sections described in Fig. 5 . A warm salty IW core is identified, which becomes progressively cooler as it ventilates. An area of low-salinity modified IW is identifiable in the upper 100 m between the initial and final ice edge positions. North of 63.758N, subsurface IW beneath the low-salinity modified IW remain isolated from the surface. Initially low rates of meltwater buoyancy flux at the ice edge become substantially greater when the ice meets mixed layer-entrained IW at 62.58N. The mixed layer shoals or remains at the same depth along the entire length of ice advancement.
The ice thickness profiles of Fig. 6b reveal uniformly thin (#0.5 m) ice along the entire length of ice advancement across the THF, which warrants an explanation. At ;648N net ice buoyancy fluxes are negative, the mixed layer is relatively deep, and the ice is somewhat thicker than to the north and south. Net negative sea ice-related buoyancy fluxes indicate thermodynamic ice growth. This implies that while large amounts of ice may need to melt to stabilize the upper ocean, once stabilized and ice covered, nothing prevents thermodynamic growth. However, when the stabilization is marginal, as is the case here, ice growth may be limited by a negative feedback process wherein the negative seawater buoyancy flux associated with the ice thickening may trigger subsurface heat ventilation, which leads to ice melt. The operation of the negative feedback keeps ice thickness below 0.5 m in the region between 62.58 and 65.08N despite large air-sea ice heat fluxes (not shown). Indeed, during quasi equilibrium, net ice-related buoyancy fluxes are near zero in the NEC, indicating a cancellation of buoyancy fluxes: negative from ice growth/high-salinity brine release; positive from ice melt/low-salinity brine release. Because of the marginal stability of the mixed layer along the entire length of the near-surface modified IW, sea ice thicknesses beyond the THF remain thin.
3) SEA ICE AND HYDROGRAPHIC EVOLUTION
An overall interpretation of the sea ice and hydrographic evolution in both regions is now possible. An expanse of modified (fresher, cooler, and more stratified) IW overlays some of the warmer subsurface IW south of the THF. Melting ice progressively shoals the mixed layer in the MIZ before mixed layer deepening can entrain subsurface IW. The operation of the MESEM is associated with the translation of the ice edge in the direction of offshore ice drift on the IW side of the THF. Once the MIZ is adjacent to waters mixed with ventilated IW, progressive ice drift out of the MIZ leads to extremely high melt rates. The MIZ advancement beyond the THF is observed only over specific hydrographic conditions-comparatively cold fresh and stratified waters (to ;125 m) overlaying the warm salty weakly stratified IW below. In the hydrographic regime of surface-mixed IW the MESEM does not operate (the mixed layer does not appreciably shoal and the MIZ location is stationary) for reasons that are not yet obvious. The waters satisfying the specific hydrographic conditions are presently termed SIPW.
1 We have conducted similar analyses for several additional transects across the NS. All such transects are fundamentally similar.
b. Importance of the MESEM
In demonstrating the importance of the MESEM, one issue is whether sea ice advection alone (instead of the MESEM) may account for the quasi-equilibrium ice edge position. For example, the 1D thermodynamic icegrowth model may have failed to predict ice on the IW side of the THF simply because lateral transports of ice are required to cool upper ocean temperatures to the point where ocean-ice heat fluxes are too feeble to melt all advective-converging ice in the MIZ. If so, sea icerelated surface buoyancy forcing would play no role in the presence of ice on the IW-side of the THF. Discerning the regions where the MESEM is relevant for the development of the sea ice quasi-equilibrium state can be determined with a simple model experiment.
1) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The sea ice model is altered so as to eliminate the positive buoyancy forcing associated with the release of ice meltwater. The regions where the MESEM feedback are important are revealed by examining the different ice pack distributions in the state estimate and the experiment. To eliminate the MESEM, the sea ice meltwater salinity in the model is instantaneously equated with the salinity of the upper-ocean grid cell into which it is released. With this modification, sea ice can only reduce ocean surface buoyancy-increasing salinity during thermodynamic growth and decreasing temperatures during ocean-ice heat fluxes.
The numerical model is initialized and forced using the same adjusted fields which generated the state estimate. As the atmosphere is noninteractive, mismatches between the prognostic sea ice-ocean state and the prescribed atmospheric state are inevitable.
2 Therefore, the 1 The use of the word preconditioned used here should not be confused with a distinct usage pertaining to deep convection proclivity in the Labrador Sea. Examples of the use of the term preconditioning or preconditioned to refer to a low-salinity ocean state favorable to sea ice can be found in McPhee et al. (1987) and Kitoh et al. (2001) .
2 For example, surface air temperatures over sea ice tend to be lower than over open water. In the areas of sea ice area discrepancy between the state estimate and the experiment, surface air temperatures may be inconsistent with the ocean state (Griffies et al. 2009 ). The prescribed surface air temperatures bring with them an imprint of the ''true'' ice extent. Consequently, where ice is present in the state estimate but absent in the experiment, the surface air temperatures will be consistent with an ice-covered state and therefore be colder than they would be over open water.
results of this experiment should not be interpreted as a prediction of the coupled ice-ocean-atmosphere system evolution without MESEM, but merely as providing an indication of where MESEM may be important.
2) EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We compare the results from the 1-yr simulation without MESEM (MESEM-OFF) with those from the original state estimate (MESEM-ON) and with observations in three ways: 1) time series of total daily ice area over the annual cycle, 2) sea ice concentration field during the quasi-equilibrium period, and 3) two sea iceocean transects.
The time series of total sea ice area in the domain with MESEM-OFF differs from the observations (and MESEM-ON), as shown in Fig. 7 . During the initial freeze up of the Baffin Bay and northern Labrador Shelf (until mid-January) the total ice area of MESEM-OFF tracks closely with observations in agreement with the 1D model, albeit with a slight negative bias (;0.1 3 10 6 km 2 ). The negative bias in the MESEM-OFF total ice area grows from mid-January, coinciding with the time when ice is observed to cross the THF in the southeastern Baffin Bay and offshore from the inner Labrador Shelf across the shelfbreak. From February to mid-March, the expansion of total ice area in MESEM-OFF grows less than observed. Both MESEM-OFF and observations attain seasonal sea ice maximum extent at approximately the same time. After the peak in total ice area, ice area loss in MESEM-OFF proceeds at a slightly slower rate than observations. From the above, the MESEM does indeed appear to be important for the development of sea ice across the Labrador Shelf and across the THF in the Labrador Sea. To determine where the discrepancy between the observed and MESEM-OFF simulated total sea ice area is largest, we analyze the spatial patterns of ice concentration in MESEM-OFF in Fig. 8 .
Virtually no ice is found across the THF in MESEM-OFF with the exception of a small ice patch in the NEC near the WGC bifurcation. The NEC ice patch suggests that the lateral transport of AW and ice from the inner shelf component of the WGC can be important for the development of some ice in northern Labrador Sea.
To gain further insight into the relation between the ice edge and the IW waters, Fig. 9 presents sea ice-ocean cross sections along the same two transects defined in Figs. 4a and 4b during quasi equilibrium.
Without the MESEM, the ocean states along these two transects evolve along different lines but share several common features. First, in MESEM-OFF the ventilation of subsurface IW during quasi equilibrium occurs at approximately the same location as MESEM-ON despite a MIZ found farther north. Second, the SIPW mixed layer, the mixed layer of waters between the IW ventilation area and the MESEM-OFF MIZ, are deeper in MESEM-OFF, but not so deep as to entrain subsurface IW. Third, without sea ice to insulate and mitigate air-sea heat fluxes, the temperatures in the deeper SIPW mixed layer are colder in MESEM-OFF, but remain above the freezing point.
The ice-free SIPW in MESEM-OFF are subject to large heat losses to the atmosphere from air fluxes and to sea ice advected across the THF from ocean-ice fluxes (see Fig. 9 of FH13) . It is easy to imagine that the subsurface IW is the source of the enthalpy required to keep the SIPW ice free in the face of such large sustained wintertime heat losses. However, from the transects it is clear that the SIPW stratification is sufficient to prevent the entrainment of subsurface IW into its mixed layer. As the SIPW mixed layer cannot tap the reservoir of subsurface IW enthalpy, its temperature falls toward, but does not reach, the freezing point. In contrast, the temperatures of the mixed layers entraining subsurface IW remain relatively warm, above 2.58C.
Hence, from these transects two features of SIPW are identified. One, the initial enthalpy of SIPW is sufficient to prevent both the local thermodynamic production of sea ice and the accumulation of ice advected across the THF. Two, initial stratification of SIPW prevents the convective entrainment of subsurface IW thereby allowing the SIPW temperatures to cool toward the freezing point.
The inability of the ice advected across the THF in MESEM-OFF to advance across the SIPW suggests that the operation of the MESEM is more sensitive to net ocean surface buoyancy fluxes than to sea ice melt rates. Indeed, the colocation of the MIZ and the IW ventilation site in MESEM-ON is probably not due to the presence of the warm IW-infused mixed layer as all ice advected across the THF in MESEM-OFF melts farther FIG. 7 . Total sea ice area from 1 Aug 1996 in the study region from observations (dotted), the optimized state estimate (solid), and the MESEM-OFF experiment (dashed).
north despite much colder SIPW mixed layer temperatures. Ocean surface buoyancy losses due to air-sea and ocean-ice heat fluxes in the comparatively warm IWinfused mixed layers are expected to be greater than in the comparatively cold SIPW mixed layers. It is possible, therefore, that the operation of the MESEM is limited to SIPW because it is only in SIPW that the release of sea ice meltwater can change the net ocean surface buoyancy fluxes from negative to positive. With a net positive ocean surface buoyancy flux, the MESEM can proceed beyond step II described in Table 2 .
c. Characterization of sea ice-preconditioned waters
The hydrographic properties of the SIPW amenable to the MESEM in the Northern Slope of the Labrador Sea are now characterized.
1) IDENTIFICATION AND SPATIAL PATTERNS
A simple method is used for identifying sea icepreconditioned waters: as the sea ice concentration fields from the MESEM-OFF experiment place the MIZ along the approximate location of the THF, we can tentatively identify SIPW as being upper-ocean waters on the IW side of the THF over which sea ice spreads at some point in the sea ice annual cycle. The THF position in the 1996/97 state estimate is also recognized as the southernmost extent of sea ice during the week of 4 December 4 (see appendix A).
A sense of the spatial variations of the SIPW properties in the upper 20 m (top two model levels) from the state estimate is provided in Fig. 10 . By 4 December the seasonal thermocline has been eroded, revealing the domain's distinct near-surface water mass types: IW in the central Labrador Sea (S $ 34.5) and AW on the Baffin Bay and along the Labrador Shelf (S # 33.25). The SIPW have temperatures, salinities, and potential densities of intermediate values between the IW and AW, consistent with the findings of the state estimate hydrographic cross-section analyses.
The hydrographic properties of the SIPW are spatially variable in December and March with the lowest values near Disko Bay and generally increasing values to the south. SIPW spatial heterogeneity persists during quasi equilibrium, although the salinity variations in the later period are smaller.
2) T-S DIAGRAMS
The evolution of the water mass properties in the surface (upper 20 m) and subsurface (310 m) within the box defined in Fig. 10a are presented as temperaturesalinity (T-S) diagrams during four weeks preceding and during the sea ice quasi-equilibrium state in Fig. 11 .
During the week ending 23 October (Fig. 11a) , the near surface SIPW fall along a water mass property continuum between waters to the north (N-SIPW) and south (S-SIPW) with surface waters generally become warmer and saltier to the south (see appendix A for more details about the identification of N-and S-SIPW). At the lowest latitudes, the S-SIPW T-S points are clustered around T 5 4.58C and S 5 34.25, consistent with the values found on the spatial maps in Fig. 10 . At 310 m, the T-S range for all three regions is much narrower (34 # S # 35, 08C # T # 5.258C) and lie along or close to the s 0 5 1027.5 kg m 23 isopycnal.
An important feature of low-salinity N-SIPW and SIPW is identified in the 23 October T-S diagram: the N-SIPW and SIPW remain less dense than the waters below them at 310 given arbitrary temperature reductions. In contrast, temperature reductions of S-SIPW will cause its density to exceed or equal the densities of the warm salty waters below.
From the MESEM-OFF experiments it was observed that the mixed layers in the SIPW never entrained subsurface IW. However, given a sufficiently long period of buoyancy loss it is possible that a progressively deepening mixed layer could eventually entrain IW before the mixed layer reached the freezing point. In contrast, surface waters in the S-SIPW region need not cool by more than a few degrees before warm subsurface IW are convectively entrained into the mixed layer.
3
The evolution of the T-S diagrams between October and March supports the above interpretation. By 4 December, surface N-SIPW waters freeze (by construction), surface SIPW waters cool from north to south while remaining less dense than their subsurface counterparts, and surface S-SIPW waters begin to take on the T-S values of the waters below as they mix. By 20 March, S-SIPW waters have mixed with the waters below them as indicated by their cluster in T-S space. The salinity of N-SIPW increases owing to the several months of freshwater removal during thermodynamic ice growth. Finally, all surface T-S pairs of SIPW are at or near freezing (by construction) while maintaining distinctly lower densities from their subsurface counterparts.
SIPW can be characterized with a simple heuristic using the insights gained from the T-S diagram. A water parcel may be identified as sea ice preconditioned by determining whether it remains less dense than the IW below following an arbitrary temperature reduction. These ranges for identifying SIPW do not significantly change over several months before and during the sea ice quasi-equilibrium state. The identification heuristic does not suggest that convective entrainment of IW is impossible within SIPW. Indeed, surface cooling and the progressive entrainment of saltier waters could increase SIPW density such that IW was entrained. Nevertheless, the mixed layers of SIPW identified with the above heuristic will almost always require more time to entrain IW and are expected to attain lower temperatures than the mixed layers of S-SIPW waters.
3) SIPW IN OTHER YEARS
It remains to be established whether the heuristic for SIPW realized in the 1996/97 annual cycle can be applied to other years. Analysis of the 1992/93 and 2003/04 state estimates reveals that sea ice cover variability across the THF is indeed limited to first order by the distribution of SIPW. The spatial distribution of the lowsalinity upper-ocean anomalies and maximum sea ice edge locations for each of the state estimates is shown in Fig. 12 .
Because of variability in the upper-ocean water mass properties (e.g., Yashayaev 2007 ) and strength of Labrador Current transport (Han et al. 2010) in the Labrador Sea between 1992 and 2004, the SIPW in each state estimate differ somewhat in terms of distribution and evolution in T-S space. Nevertheless, the correspondence of the distribution of low-salinity upper-ocean anomalies (33 # S # 34 at 20 m) and the maximum sea ice extent is unambiguous.
Discussion
The key finding of this work is that under certain hydrographic conditions the advancement of the marginal ice zone into the northern Labrador Sea requires a sea ice-ocean feedback process termed the meltwater stabilization enhancement mechanism (MESEM). In the MESEM, the release of buoyant sea ice meltwater in the marginal ice zone shoals and stabilizes the ocean mixed layer, eventually allowing the rates of advective ice convergence to exceed thermodynamic ice melt that leads to the gradual advancement of the MIZ into waters initially unfavorable for local thermodynamic growth.
The efficiency of the MESEM in advancing the ice edge is limited to certain hydrographic conditions: waters that are not actively mixing with warm salty subsurface subtropical-origin waters. These waters are found to have negative salinity anomalies in the upper 100 m and are termed sea ice-preconditioned waters (SIPW). The sea ice extent seaward of the Thermohaline Front is found to closely correspond to the extent of SIPW.
The positive buoyancy forcing associated with the ice meltwater release into the SIPW significantly reduces the depth of the ocean mixed layer ahead of the MIZ (not shown). Therefore, another important feature of SIPW is that they allow for the accumulation of meltwater ahead of the advancing ice front. The accumulation of meltwater ahead of the ice front enhances mixed layer stratification and suppresses vertical heat fluxes between the mixed and planetary boundary layers (not shown). With reduced mixed layer depths and vertical heat fluxes, ocean temperatures in the SIPW ahead of the MIZ fall faster than they would otherwise. With a sufficient reduction of mixed layer temperatures ahead of the MIZ, the rate of advective ice mass convergence can overcome the rate of thermodynamic melt allowing the ice edge to advance seaward.
The SIPW identification heuristic does not rule out the possibility of mixed layer deepening with arbitrary surface buoyancy losses. Indeed, the state estimates only show that the rate of mixed layer deepening is significantly reduced because of SIPW. Indeed, a preliminary analysis (not shown) of Argo T-S profiles from 1998 to 2012 recorded during autumn at locations across the Thermohaline Front that become ice covered during the following winter confirms the presence of negative upperocean salinity anomalies. Simple calculations show that the observed low-salinity waters will have more slowly deepening mixed layers and achieve lower minimum temperatures when subjected to realistic ocean surface heat fluxes than profiles taken just beyond the maximum ice edge in the central Labrador Sea.
A potential model bias in the relative importance of lateral heat fluxes to the MIZ by unresolved mesoscale eddies was also investigated, but not shown (see Fenty 2010) . It was found that due to very small horizontal temperature gradients in the SIPW, the model's missing lateral eddy heat transport is probably important only for the maintenance of the sea ice edge during quasi equilibrium and not during the period of ice advancement across the Thermohaline Front.
Our findings have implications for the discussion of the sources of salinity anomalies in the subpolar North Atlantic and their role in setting wintertime ice extent anomalies in the Labrador Sea. Ice extent-altering hydrographic anomalies have been recognized as potentially emerging from local interactions of the sea iceocean-atmosphere system. During periods of reduced deep convective mixing in the Labrador Sea, an unbalanced inflow of AW could lead to upper-ocean freshening (Houghton and Visbeck 2002 ). An enhancement of wintertime ice cover might be expected from this surface freshening until the return of deep convection removes the anomaly (Ikeda et al. 1996) . Several feedback loops link local sea ice anomalies in successive years. In this way, ice extent anomalies in one winter can alter the upper ocean hydrographic conditions for the next (Deser et al. 2002) .
Even without an anomalous ice extent, the release of an anomalous quantity of ice meltwater following a year with higher than normal ice volumes could generate a surface freshwater anomaly. Because sea ice in the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay can be transported several hundred kilometers over the course of a winter, the release of low-salinity meltwater can occur far from the site of ice growth. The enhanced surface stratification associated with anomalous ice meltwater release may persist through succeeding winters with obvious consequences for ice development (Belkin et al. 1998) .
The described mechanism, if confirmed, would have implications for our ability to predict elements of sea ice evolution. Sustained hydrographic observations will be required to further elucidate the mechanisms controlling the origin and distribution of upper ocean salinity anomalies and their interplay with observed sea ice variability in the northwest North Atlantic. knowledge Carl Wunsch for providing valuable guidance during the course of this research and the preparation of the final manuscript. This research was carried out in part by an appointment to the NASA Postdoctoral Program at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, administered by Oak Ridge Associated Universities through a contract with NASA and in part through NSF Grant ARC-1023499, NASA's MAP Grant NNX11AQ12G, and the ECCO-GODAE project. We thank our ECCO-GODAE partners, the MITgcm development group, and the various data centers for making their data available.
APPENDIX A

SIPW Selection Details
The reason for using the 4 December ice edge location to identify SIPW is that the ice edge reaches this location in mid-November and subsequently remains stationary over a period of several weeks. It is only after a prolonged period of cooling and hydrographic modification by the MESEM that the ice advances further. The use of either the early December ice edge or the 33.25 isohaline at 15 m (the method used in FH13) gives nearly identical results. Furthermore, the 4 December ice edge location criteria is used to define the N-SIPW, PW, and S-SIPW regions to classify waters in the 23 October T-S diagram. The 310-m depth level used to show subsurface T-S properties corresponds to the annual mean depth of the s 0 5 1027.5 kg m 23 isopycnal, an isopycnal that outcrops along the MIZ around the time of the maximum wintertime sea ice extent. The T-S pairs are given one of three categories: north of SIPW (N-SIPW) where ice is found by December 4, SIPW where ice forms between 4 December and 20 March, and south of SIPW (S-SIPW) where ice does not form by 20 March.
APPENDIX B
The Coupled Sea Ice-Ocean State of the LS&BB The regional estimate of the coupled sea ice-ocean state in the LS&BB has been obtained through synthesis of satellite and in situ observations of sea ice and hydrographic properties available during the period 1996/97. The synthesis is based on the methodology developed by the consortium for Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO). It is obtained via a gradient-based least squares fit of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model (MITgcm) (Marshall et al. 1997a,b) to the data. The required gradient was calculated via the adjoint of the coupled sea ice-ocean model (Wunsch 2006; Wunsch and Heimbach 2007) . Independent (control) variables that are subject to adjustment are three-dimensional fields of initial temperature and salinity, as well as timevarying two-dimensional fields of atmospheric state variables. Adjusted fields are allowed to vary within prior uncertainty estimates. First guess atmospheric forcing fields are from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis product (Kalnay et al. 1996) . The fluxes are computed with the bulk parameterization of Large and Yeager (2004) and a parameterization for the melting of falling snow of Sathiyamoorthy and Moore (2002) . The model has a 1 /38 horizontal resolution and 23 z levels. The sea ice model consists of a thermodynamic and dynamical component. It is described in detail in Menemenlis et al. (2005) and Losch et al. (2010) . The adjoint of the coupled sea ice-ocean model was obtained via algorithmic differentiation (AD) (Heimbach et al. 2005 ) using the AD tool Transformation of Algorithms in FORTRAN (TAF) . It is an evolved form of the forward and adjoint model used in the sensitivity study of sea ice export through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago by . Dirichlet boundary conditions of temperature, salinity, and velocity are prescribed along the lateral ocean open boundaries following Ayoub (2006) . The present configuration possesses northern, eastern, and southern open boundaries.
In situ hydrographic observations are drawn from CTDs, autonomous profiling floats, and expendable bathythermographs (XBT). These data are compiled from the Hydrobase 2 of Curry (2001) and the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Program from the National Oceanographic Data Center Operational Oceanography Group (2008) and include AR7W World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)-line cruises and measurements from the 1996/97 Labrador Sea Experiment. Daily satellite retrievals of sea ice concentration were obtained from the Comiso (2008) product, provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC).
Of importance for the present study, the state estimate reproduces the spatial patterns and domain integrals of observed ice concentrations. In particular, the timing of ice advance and retreat, and the position of the sea ice edge are both accurately represented. The fidelity of the reproduction of the ice concentration evolution exceeds all known extant (dynamically consistent or otherwise) reproductions in the literature for this domain and time period. A detailed analysis is given in FH13.
